ACRONYM 11 - Round 4
1. An Austin, Texas-based film festival centered on horror and sci-fi films is known by this
adjective. Isaac Asimov wrote the novelization of a sci-fi film whose name starts with this
adjective, and whose protagonists are shrunk to microscopic sizes. A fictional textbook
whose name begins with this word is credited to the world's foremost (*) magizoologist. Wes
Anderson directed an animated film about a vulpine creature known by this adjective. The
Invisible Woman and Human Torch are members of, for 10 points, what type of "four"?
ANSWER: fantastic (accept Fantastic Voyage or Fantastic Fest or Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them or Fantastic Mr. Fox or Fantastic Four) <Nelson>
2. Visitors of this place are observed by insects known as Beetle Blades. Words including
"float," "catch," and "stiff" are discovered by examining maps of this place. The
construction of this place is detailed in the novel The Fever Code. One person arrives in this
place along with with a note reading "She's the (*) last one, ever." Beasts called "grievers"
occupy this place, whose center section is called "The Glade." Teresa, Thomas, and other kids
find themselves stuck in, for 10 points, what complex structure from a book by James Dashner?
ANSWER: the maze from The Maze Runner (accept The Glade before "beasts"; prompt on
"The Maze Runner") <Nelson>
3. Since 2011, performances of this song have immediately preceded the New Years' Eve
"ball drop" in Times Square. In one such performance, CeeLo Green drew controversy by
changing a line in this song to "all religion's true." A memorial bearing this song's title is in
the western section of (*) Central Park, across the street from the Dakota. This song's chorus
claims "I'm not the only one" to the suggestion that "You may say I'm a dreamer." The title
action is applied to "all the people, living for today" in, for 10 points, what ballad by John
Lennon?
ANSWER: Imagine <Nelson>
4. This NBA team retired the number 432 in honor of former coach Doug Moe. In 1994,
this team became the first 8th seed to upset a 1st seed in a playoff series. Nearly every
franchise record for this team is held by Alex English. A year after going straight from
high school to China, Emmanuel (*) Mudiay [MOO-dee-ay] was drafted by this team in 2015.
Michael Malone coaches this team, who acquired Paul Millsap in the 2017 offseason to join a
frontcourt with Serbian center Nikola Jokic ["YOKE"-ich]. The Pepsi Center is the home of, for
10 points, what team based in Colorado?
ANSWER: Denver Nuggets (accept either) <Nelson>
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5. This profession is sought by Jack Tripper, the protagonist of Three's Company. A man in
this profession hosts the series Simply Ming. Sookie St. James, Melissa McCarthy's
character on Gilmore Girls, has this profession. A nonsensical character of this type sings a
song that begins with the (*) phrase "Yorn desh born." This is Monica Geller's job on Friends.
Non-fictional TV personalities with this job include Cat Cora and Bobby Flay. The competitors
on Chopped have, for 10 points, what job that appears on TV in 'Top' and 'Iron' varieties?
ANSWER: chefs (or cooks or similar) <Nelson>
6. These objects serve as a framing device for a Ray Bradbury collection that includes "The
Veldt" and "The Exiles." Pam Poovey references a Lord Byron poem by way of one of
these things on Archer. On Battlestar Galactica, Anders and Starbuck have a matching pair
of these things. The TV series (*) Blindspot begins by introducing a mysterious woman with
abundance of these things. Due to his memory loss, the protagonist of Memento tracks
information using these things. Lisbeth Salander has a "dragon" variety of, for 10 points, what
body modifications?
ANSWER: tattoos <Nelson>
7. A man played by Max von Sydow is told "Look how old you've become" before he is
killed using this specific object. A time period that included the Great Scourge of Malachor
inspired the design of this object, which makes use of a cracked Kyber crystal. The owner
of this object punches his bleeding side while using it in a (*) duel in a snowy forest. At the
end of a 2017 film, a man furiously wielding this object discovers he is only fighting a
projection. Han Solo was killed by, for 10 points, what red weapon with a unique crossguard?
ANSWER: Kylo Ren's lightsaber (accept answers identifying both Kylo Ren and his
lightsaber; accept answers substituting Ben Solo for "Kylo Ren"; prompt on "lightsaber")
<Vopava>
8. A 17-year-old from this country upset Steffi Graf in the finals of the 1989 French Open.
A former number one player from this country was nicknamed "The Mosquito." David
Ferrer hails from this country, as is a player who ritualistically aligns his drink bottles. The
woman who beat Venus Williams in the 2017 (*) Wimbledon finals, Garbiñe Muguruza, is
from this country. Another player from this country has won ten French Open titles and is known
as the "King of Clay." For 10 points, name this home country of tennis superstar Rafael Nadal.
ANSWER: Spain (or Kingdom of Spain or España) <Golden>
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9. In 2017 the news magazine 60 Minutes added this person as a correspondent. Beginning
in 2016, this person executive produced Queen Sugar, a TV series by Ava DuVernay. A
studio run by this woman replaced the Discovery Health Channel with a network that airs
the series (*) Super Soul Sunday. This partner of businessman Stedman Graham and Oscar
nominee for The Color Purple was central to a giveaway of over 250 cars in one of her "favorite
things" specials. The 2018 film A Wrinkle In Time stars, for 10 points, what media mogul and
former talk show host?
ANSWER: Oprah (Gail) Winfrey (accept either underlined portion) <Nelson>
10. This artist sings "I am my mother's child" in a song where she claims "Bet you'll rue
the day when you kissed" the title person. A breakup with James Lowe inspired an album
by this artist, which contains a song describing blowing things up with the title explosive.
"Writer in the Dark" and (*) "Homemade Dynamite" are by this artist, who stated in a 2017
single that "I'm waiting for it" and "I want it." The album Melodrama was released by, for 10
points, what New Zealand-based singer of the songs "Green Light," "Team," and "Royals"?
ANSWER: Lorde (or Ella Marija Lani Yelich-O'Connor) <Golden>
11. One of these characters dreams of being a gardener in the downloadable game Flower
Town. An app centered on these characters includes a minigame that involves mercilessly
dropping them down a pachinko-style machine to collect clothing. Virtually all of the
characters in Tomodachi (*) Life are these things, which are the player characters in Pokemon
Rumble Blast and make up a "Fighting Team" in the newest Super Smash Bros. Several "Sports"
and "Fit" games allow players to use, for 10 points, what avatars that appear in modern Nintendo
consoles?
ANSWER: Miis <Nelson>
12. A dim-witted man in this film misreads the name of a famous novel as "The Count of
Monte Crisco." An antagonist in this film named Samuel Norton flies into a rage upon
being called "obtuse." The narrator of this film is asked to seek a "black volcanic" rock
that has "no earthly business in a (*) Maine hayfield," and is told about a Mexican town called
Zihuatanejo [ZEE-hwaht-uh-NAY-ho], to which the protagonist escapes. A poster of Raquel
Welch conceals a tunnel built by Andy Dufresne [doo-FRAYN] in, for 10 points, what 1994
prison film starring Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman?
ANSWER: The Shawshank Redemption <Vopava>
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13. In 2015, this player became the first quarterback to win a College Football Playoff
game, defeating Florida State 59-20. That season, this player handily won a Heisman
Trophy over second-place finisher Melvin Gordon. Brandon Weeden started in place of
this player for one game in 2017. (*) In a 2018 playoff game, this player became the second
ever to throw a touchdown pass to himself. Rishard Matthews and Delanie Walker are among the
top targets of this former Oregon Duck. For 10 points, name this Hawaiian-born quarterback for
the Tennessee Titans.
ANSWER: Marcus (Ardel Taulauniu) Mariota [mar-ee-OH-tuh] <Nelson>
14. A Welsh artist whose stage name mentions these objects released the songs "How to Be
a Heartbreaker" and "Primadonna." The first and last tracks of Pink Floyd's album Wish
You Were Here are partially titled for "crazy" varieties of these objects. In a 2012 song
named for these things, the singer claims "I see a vision of ecstasy" and "we're beautiful (*)
like" these objects. A Bond theme by Shirley Bassey notes the permanence of these objects.
Rihanna sang to "shine bright like", for 10 points, what gemstones that “are forever”?
ANSWER: diamonds (accept Marina and the Diamonds, Shine on You Crazy Diamond, or
Diamonds are Forever) <Golden>
15. On one episode of this show, Mia kills Rob and the reporter Shazia to cover up her
involvement in a hit-and-run. In a second-season episode of this show, a cartoon bear
named Waldo competes in an election. Charlie Brooker created this show, whose first
episode depicts the (*) Prime Minister of the U.K. being blackmailed into a lewd act with a pig.
This series' episode "San Junipero" concerns a same-gender couple who live in a simulated
reality. For 10 points, name this anthology series that explores the consequences of technology.
ANSWER: Black Mirror <Golden>
16. This character performed "The Sailor's Hornpipe" in his debut appearance, which was
also the debut of Peter Pig. Clarence Nash spent over 50 years voicing this character. An
urban legend claims that this character, who had the role of Fred in an adaptation of A
Christmas Carol, was briefly banned from Finland due to his lack of (*) pants. This creature
throws a tomato in the face of a world leader in the anti-Nazi short film Der Fuehrer's Face.
Huey, Dewey, and Louie are the nephews of, for 10 points, what ill-tempered Disney waterfowl?
ANSWER: Donald (Fauntleroy) Duck <Nelson>
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17. A 2010 album by this rapper was intended to be a collaboration with his labelmate
Shawnna; that album was eventually released without her, but still used the name Battle of
the Sexes. Music videos by this artist include one depicting him with comically oversized
forearms, (*) and another in which he has a gigantic afro. A hit by this rapper claims "Oh no,
the fight's out, I'm about to punch your lights out," and has a chorus that repeats "get out the
way." Several Fast and Furious films co-star, for 10 points, what rapper of "Get Back" and
"Move"?
ANSWER: Ludacris (or Christopher Brian Bridges) <Nelson>
18. In Game 7 of the 1992 NLCS, a throw by this outfielder was slightly too late to prevent
Sid Bream's winning run. This player had an on-base percentage of over .600 in 2004, a
year in which he won his record seventh National League MVP award. In 2016, this godson
of Willie (*) Mays had a stint as hitting coach for the Marlins. The book Game of Shadows
concerns this man's ties to the drug company BALCO. Baseball's all-time leader in walks is, for
10 points, what former San Francisco Giant, who also hit a record 762 home runs?
ANSWER: Barry (Lamar) Bonds <Nelson>
19. In 2014 this brand created the offshoot line Curate [KOO-rah-tay], which includes
Muré Pepino [myoo-ray pay-PEEN-oh] and Piña Fraise [peen-yah FREZ]. "Pure" is the
name of a non-flavored product by this brand, which is sold by Sundance (*) Beverage
Company. This brand was introduced to fill a market niche created by the "snobbish positioning"
of its main competitor, Perrier [PARRY-yay]. Other popular flavors of this beverage brand
include Peach-Pear and Grapefruit, which uses the name "Pamplemousse" [POMP-luh-"moose"].
For 10 points, name this French-sounding brand of sparkling water sold in colorful cans.
ANSWER: La Croix [lah KROY or lah KWAH] Sparkling Water <Vopava>
20. Characters in this show perform the song "Electric Love" as part of a musical about
Thomas Edison's electrocution of an elephant. One character in this show writes fan-fiction
about the Equestranauts and owns a porcelain horse named (*) "Horselain." Wonder Wharf
is an amusement park on this series owned by Mr. Fischoeder, an eccentric landlord. Kristen
Schaal voices Louise, the youngest of three children on this show who wears a pink bunny ear
hat. For 10 points, name this Fox series about a family-owned restaurant.
ANSWER: Bob's Burgers <Golden>
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1. The song "Reminder" notes how weird it is to have won a Teen Choice Award for a song
about experiencing this sensation. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sensation, likely a reference to cocaine use, described by a singer who also notes
"but I love it."
ANSWER: being unable to feel your face (accept Can't Feel My Face or similar answers
describing an inability to feel one's face)
[10] This singer's album Beauty Behind the Madness includes the song "Can't Feel My Face," as
well as "The Hills" and "In the Night."
ANSWER: The Weeknd (or Abel Makkonen Tesfaye)
[10] Juelz Santana and this rapper planned a collaborative album called I Can't Feel My Face,
though frequent leaks prevented its release. This rapper eventually released a song named "I
Can't Feel My Face" on his mixtape Da Drought 3.
ANSWER: Lil Wayne (Dwayne Michael Carter, Jr.) <Nelson>
2. This character was replaced by his brother Joe upon leaving for college. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character, who is almost always seen wearing a green, striped shirt. He possesses
a small, square notebook and an alarming inability to find objects on his own.
ANSWER: Steve (accept Steve Burns)
[10] Steve enlisted the help of young viewers to find the title objects of this children's television
series about a colorful canine.
ANSWER: Blue's Clues
[10] The Blue's Clues characters Mr. Salt and Mrs. Pepper, who are French for some reason,
have a daughter named for this spice.
ANSWER: paprika <Nelson>
3. Thelma Ritter was nominated for the Best Supporting Actress Oscar a record six times, but
today she is practically unknown. For 10 points each:
[10] Ritter played Stella, the nurse to an incapacitated man in this 1954 Hitchcock masterpiece
noted for its voyeuristic themes.
ANSWER: Rear Window
[10] Ritter's first nomination was as Birdie in this 1950 Best Picture winner starring Bette Davis
as a Broadway star in decline. It is the only film to boast four female acting Oscar noms.
ANSWER: All About Eve
[10] Ritter was also nominated for Pickup on South Street, a film in this genre of moody,
starkly-lit drama. Other landmark films in this French-named genre include Out of the Past and
Double Indemnity.
ANSWER: film noir [nwahr] <Vopava>
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4. This man claims to have received one of his facial scars from the Cockatrice of Spalla. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this monster slayer, who searches for his adopted daughter Ciri in a 2015 video game.
ANSWER: Geralt of Rivia (prompt on, but do not otherwise reveal, "The Witcher")
[10] Geralt holds this title position in this video game series by CD Projekt Red, whose most
recent entry, "Wild Hunt," won numerous game of the year awards.
ANSWER: witcher (accept The Witcher)
[10] Geralt is astonishingly popular in this country, the home of his creator, Andrzej Sapkowski.
Donald Tusk, a former prime minister of this country, gave Barack Obama a Witcher video game
during a state visit.
ANSWER: Poland <Nelson>
5. For Major League Baseball's "Players' Weekend" in 2017, players were allowed to put
anything they wanted on the backs of their jerseys. For 10 points each:
[10] This enormous Yankees right fielder and breakout star in the 2017 season opted to use the
phrase "All Rise," a solid play on his last name.
ANSWER: Aaron (James) Judge
[10] Kyle, a Mariners all-star with this surname, went with the phrase "Corey's Brother," a
reference to his younger brother who plays for the Dodgers.
ANSWER: Seager (accept Kyle Seager or Corey Seager)
[10] This third baseman, a World Series hero for the 2011 Cardinals who now plays with the
Pirates, weirdly chose the name "Davehuman."
ANSWER: David (Richard) Freese <Nelson>
6. Extra money is offered in this location during a spinoff TV series subtitled "After Dark." For
10 points each:
[10] Give the common name of this Toyota Sienna minivan, whose ceiling lights up as its
passengers are revealed to be contestants on a game show.
ANSWER: Cash Cab
[10] This comedian and actual licensed cab driver is the original driver of the Cash Cab and
provides questions to his passengers.
ANSWER: Ben Bailey (or Benjamin Ray Bailey)
[10] Cash Cab has aired off and on since 2005 on this TV network, which has also aired Dirty
Jobs and Mythbusters.
ANSWER: Discovery Channel <Nelson>
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7. This woman "caused a scene" and "told my baby we danced till three." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this woman, who titles a 1982 song in which she is described as "not my lover."
ANSWER: Billie Jean
[10] During his performance of "Billie Jean" at the Motown 25 concert in 1983, Michael Jackson
debuted this super cool dance move, eliciting immediate, riotous applause.
ANSWER: moonwalk
[10] Like the rest of the songs on the album Thriller, "Billie Jean" was co-produced by this
legendary record producer. In 2018, this man made headlines after giving an absolutely bonkers
interview to the website Vulture.
ANSWER: Quincy (Delight) Jones (Jr.) (prompt on "Q") <Vopava>
8. Answer the following about fashion designer Raf Simons [simmons], for 10 points each:
[10] Simons is from this country, as is Martin Margiela [mar-JELLA]. An influential group of
designers from this country is known as the "Antwerp Six."
ANSWER: Belgium (or Kingdom of Belgium)
[10] Until 2015, Simons served as the creative director of this high-end French fashion house. In
1947, its founder debuted the "New Look," which emphasized extravagance in the wake of
World War II.
ANSWER: Christian Dior SE
[10] Simons is currently chief creative officer of this American fashion house, named for its
Jewish-American founder. This was believed to be Marty McFly's name because it was printed
on his underwear in Back to the Future.
ANSWER: Calvin Klein (prompt on partial answers) <Golden>
9. To better contend for a title, the Oklahoma City Thunder made several high profile moves in
the 2017 offseason. For 10 points each:
[10] The Thunder spent a ton of money to re-sign this point guard, who averaged a triple-double
and won an MVP award the previous season.
ANSWER: Russell Westbrook (III)
[10] In July, the team traded for this long-time star for the Indiana Pacers. In a warm-up game
before the Rio Olympics, this player badly broke his leg.
ANSWER: Paul George
[10] The Thunder also traded for 10-time all-star Carmelo Anthony, who reached peak meme
status in the offseason after spending much of the summer wearing this article of clothing.
ANSWER: hoodie (accept descriptive equivalents like a hooded sweatshirt; accept Hoodie
Melo) <Nelson>
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10. In 2017 this actor shocked Hollywood when he announced that the film he was then working
on would be his last. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this British actor who played the title role in 2012's Lincoln.
ANSWER: Daniel Day-Lewis
[10] Upton Sinclair's novel Oil! was adapted into this other Daniel Day-Lewis film, in which he
plays the prospector Daniel Plainview.
ANSWER: There Will Be Blood
[10] Both There Will Be Blood and Day-Lewis's final film, Phantom Thread, were directed by
this American auteur, who also directed an adaptation of Thomas Pynchon's Inherent Vice.
ANSWER: Paul Thomas Anderson (or P. T. Anderson) <Vopava>
11. The video game studio Red Storm Entertainment was co-founded by this author, who
attached his name to numerous action games. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this author, who wrote numerous military and espionage best-sellers. His works
include The Hunt for Red October and Patriot Games.
ANSWER: Tom Clancy (or Thomas Leo Clancy Jr.)
[10] Those aforementioned Tom Clancy novels both feature this character, a former Marine who
has at various times been been a professor, a CIA analyst, and the President of the United States.
ANSWER: Jack Ryan (or John Patrick Ryan Jr.)
[10] Jack Ryan becomes the deputy director of the CIA in a Tom Clancy novel named for this
four-word phrase, which was coined as a legal term for a situation that justifies the suppression
of free speech.
ANSWER: Clear and Present Danger <Nelson>
12. The title of a song from this band's album From Under the Cork Tree references Island
Records' refusal to let them use its original title, which was "My Name is David Ruffin And
These Are The Temptations." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this band fronted by Patrick Stump, who released the questionably-titled 2013 album
Save Rock and Roll.
ANSWER: Fall Out Boy
[10] A hit from Fall Out Boy's Save Rock and Roll is frequently known by its parenthetical title
"Light 'Em Up," though it actually has this much longer title.
ANSWER: My Songs Know What You Did In The Dark (Light 'em Up)
[10] In 2016, Fall Out Boy released a widely panned version of this film theme originally by Ray
Parker Jr. That version of this song is subtitled "I'm Not Afraid."
ANSWER: Ghostbusters <Nelson>
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13. A character on this show once played semi-pro football for the Saskatoon Cold, which he
describes as "like the Miami Heat, except, y'know... cold." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Netflix sitcom about the conservative Bennett family, who run the title business
in rural Colorado. Every one of its episodes is named after a country song.
ANSWER: The Ranch
[10] Colt Bennett, the fish-out-of-water younger son on The Ranch, is played by this actor and
one-time host of the MTV prank series Punk'd.
ANSWER: (Christopher) Ashton Kutcher
[10] Colt's loan officer Bill Jensen is played by Jon Cryer, who previously starred with Kutcher
and Angus T. Jones in later seasons of this 12-season CBS sitcom.
ANSWER: Two and a Half Men <Vopava>
14. One of this film's main characters can be heard badly singing along to the song "Rhythm of
the Night" as it plays during this film's end credits. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 comedy based on a best-selling memoir written by actor Greg Sestero
[seh-STARE-oh] about his friendship with the bizarre and mysterious director Tommy Wiseau
[wee-ZOH].
ANSWER: The Disaster Artist
[10] Two brothers with this surname, whose first names are Dave and James, star as Greg and
Tommy respectively in The Disaster Artist.
ANSWER: Franco (accept James (Edward) Franco or Dave Franco)
[10] In the film, Tommy becomes jealous of Greg after Greg begins dating Amber, a bartender
played by this star of G.L.O.W., to whom Dave Franco is married in real life.
ANSWER: Alison Brie (or Alison Brie Schermerhorn) <Vopava>
15. This man was the NHL's youngest player when he was drafted at age 18 in 1990. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this Czech right winger who, at age 46, is now the NHL's oldest player. He has said
that he plans to keep playing until he's 50.
ANSWER: Jaromír Jágr [YAHR-oh-meer YAHG-ur]
[10] The first team Jágr played for in the NHL was this Eastern Conference team, which won
back-to-back Stanley Cup Finals in 2016 and 2017.
ANSWER: Pittsburgh Penguins (accept either)
[10] After signing a one-year deal in 2017, Jágr most recently played in the NHL alongside three
other Czech players with this Canadian team based in Alberta.
ANSWER: Calgary Flames (accept either) <Vopava>
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16. Early in its history, this video game company sent merit badge-esque patches to players who
sent proof of high scores in their games. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this company, which is now a publishing giant that merged with Blizzard in 2008.
ANSWER: Activision (Publishing, Inc.) (accept Activision Blizzard)
[10] Among the games to offer Activision patches was this 1982 side-scrolling platformer
starring a man named Harry. This game's protagonist swings over holes and avoids crocodiles.
ANSWER: Pitfall!
[10] Another Activision patch deems its wearer a "friend" of these animals, which appear in a
game of the same name. An unrelated Sega series starred one of these aquatic animals named
Ecco.
ANSWER: dolphins (accept Ecco the Dolphin) <Nelson>
17. When asked about how this player was drafted, an anonymous executive noted "We don't
know what the hell they were doing." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this former University of North Carolina quarterback, who unexpectedly became the
second pick in the 2017 NFL Draft.
ANSWER: Mitch Trubisky (or Mitchell David Trubisky)
[10] This Chicago-based team preposterously traded multiple draft picks to move from the third
pick to the second pick to take Trubisky, who was literally scratching his head after walking
from the podium at the draft.
ANSWER: Chicago Bears
[10] This former Buccaneers quarterback signed on to be the Bears' starting quarterback a month
before the draft, making the move for Trubisky even more confusing.
ANSWER: Mike Glennon (or Michael Josepth Glennon) <Nelson>
18. As this series starts, the protagonist sells makeup door-to-door after being dumped by her
boyfriend and fired from his bridal shop. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this show, whose title character, played by Fran Drescher, was hired by Mr. Sheffield
because "She had style! She had flair! She was there!"
ANSWER: The Nanny
[10] On The Nanny, Fran instantly bonds with Niles, who primarily holds this position in the
house. Jeeves in Jeeves and Wooster held this role, as did the title character of Mr. Belvedere.
ANSWER: butler (accept valet; prompt on "servant" or other vague answers)
[10] Peter Marc Jacobson, who created The Nanny, worked with Drescher on a TV Land series
titled for being "Happily" in this situation, which describes Jacobson's and Drescher's real
relationship.
ANSWER: divorced (accept Happily Divorced; accept descriptive equivalents like that they
used to be married) <Vopava>
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19. After a series of confessions in this film, Bender angrily tells Claire, "Stick to the things you
know: shopping, nail polish, your father's BMW, and your poor, rich, drunk mother in the
Caribbean." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this seminal 1980s teen film whose title group consists of five students stuck in
Saturday detention.
ANSWER: The Breakfast Club
[10] This actress played Claire in The Breakfast Club. Two other hallmark teen films of the
'80s--Pretty in Pink and Sixteen Candles--starred this redheaded actress.
ANSWER: Molly (Kathleen) Ringwald
[10] The stars of The Breakfast Club were often known by this term, a play on a 50s and 60s
group of actors featuring Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra.
ANSWER: Brat Pack (do not accept or prompt on "Rat Pack") <Vopava>
20. In this group's song "Miracles," Shaggy 2 Dope asks "magnets, how do they work?" For 10
points each:
[10] Name this Detroit hip-hop duo whose fans drink Faygo and convene at the horrifying
Gathering of the Juggalos.
ANSWER: Insane Clown Posse (or ICP)
[10] The Washington Post claimed that the Insane Clown Posse's schtick was intended to evoke
this Illinois serial killer, who worked professionally as a clown. Sufjan Stevens' album Illinois
includes a song about him.
ANSWER: John Wayne Gacy Jr.
[10] ICP and Jack White collaborated on a bizarre cover of a surprisingly inappropriate canon by
this musician, who died 220 years before the cover's release.
ANSWER: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart <Golden>

